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Summary

Tht superconducting ohmic-hesting ;OH) ayatem
fa the selected design for the General Atomics Cs, /
Argoncs National Laboratory TNS tokamak design
ttudtat. The key feature! of the OH system design
ara: (1) parallel coil connection, (2) better uti-
liiatioo of flux core by embedding support cylinder
of the toroidal-field coil within the OH inner r»diu«,
(3j Independent trim coili for correcting the (tray
fields, (4) low-loss high-current cryostsbte cable
design and (5) OH coil cycling circuit using a revers-
ing bridge. Detailed designs are presented.

Introduction

A conceptual design on the superconducting
ohmic-heating coil has been made for the GA/ANL
TNS Tokamalc Reactor Studies. * Aside from the
economical considerations, there are several diffi-
cult tasks encountered in designing the superconduct-
ing OH coil: (1) the OH coil system mmt be mag-
netically decoupled from the equilibrium field (EF)
coil system; (21 the stored energy of the OH coil is
very large and the necessity for rapid charging and
discharging imposes severe requirements of extreme
high current cable at exceedingly high voltage. To
reduce the overall TNS Tokaroak cast, the flux core
of OH coils should he small. Superconducting OH
coils allow a much better utilization of the flux core
by placing the suppo:* cylinder of superconducting
toroidal field (TF) coils within tht inner diameter of
the superconducting OH coils. To decouple the OH
coils from EF coils, the OH coil system is required
to be connected in parallel with the EF coil. By
dividing the OH coil into many parallel paths, both
the EF coil and OH coil will require lower voltage
and reasonable currents in the coil.

The choice of about 8T central field, 8T/s for
the rate of change of flux and about 2 m for the OH
solenoid diameter is based ona study for the rationale
limits on the central field and the dB/dt.

Coil Configurations

The OH coil geometry is related to several basic
requirements: (1) it must produce a total flux change

'of 37 V-s; (2) stray field in the plasma region mui;
be less than 10 G and str.iy field on the TF coils must
be less than 500 G: (3) the average current density
in the coil cross section be kept less than 3000 A/cm;
and (4) it is desirable to divide the long solenoid into
several sectional coils with effective number of turns
per sectional coil equal to 20. These sectional coils
•re connected electrically in parallel.

The OH coil resulting from the above require-
ments is shown in Fig. 1, and Table 1 shows some of

the numerical parameters for this coil. The coll
shown consists of a central solenoid, sections 9
through 30, field profile colls, sections 3 through 8,
and two correction ceils, coils 1 and 2. Each collt
section 3 through 30 contain* 20 turns.

The central solenoid produces the coil flux. Tha
profile coils, positioned approximately on a flux.llnt
and so spaced as to not interfere with reactor pene-
trations, are used primarily to direct the core flux in
the return path away from the plasma and TF coil
regions. The coil sections 3 through 30 are all con-
nected in parallel and form the OH coil which is to be
connected in parallel with the EF coil.

The exact current flowing in each of the 56 par-
allel connected coil sections in the OH coil is deter-
mined by a computer code called AIRCOIL.

To reduce the field in the plasma area to 10 G, it
was necessary to add the two correction colls, sec-
tions 1 and 2( in Fig. 1, The best solution resulted
for the correction coil located as shown in Fig, 1.
The area A outlined in Fig. 1 contains stray fields of
less than 10 G. The correction coil number 2 is
placed inside the TF coils for this solution. Cases
were run for this coil located outside the TF coila,
but the best that could be obtained was an area with
less than 10 G shown in Fig. 1 as area B.

The field at the TF coil surface next to the cen-
tral solenoid ran from about MS C to 200 G. The
maximum values were adjacent to the 5 err trtical
gaps between the sulenoid coil bertions. '. ne Held on
the TF coil center line exceeds 500 G in an area ex-
tending from about the top of the TF roils towards
the central solenoid for a length of about 3 m.

Table 1. Coil Parameters for the TNS
Superconducting OH Coil

Central Field
Maximum dB/dt
Total Ampere-Turns
Total Arr.pere-Meters
Source Current
Total Inductance
Stored Energy

8 T
BTAs

82 x 10° A-T
490 x lo!" A-M
4. I x 10 A

85.1 uH
715 MJ

• Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.

Parallel Operation

A question about this parallel connected coil is
concerned with the stability of the currents flowing in
each coil and the effect on the plasma field due to
errors in coils positioning during assembly and due to
a coi! going normal. These effects were calculated
and the results are summarized in Table 2.

The coil section studied was no. 20 which is in
the central solenoid area. This coil was used be-
cause it is far enough frim section no. 30 so that it
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Tabl* 2. Changs* In Coll Current*

Coll Current* (kA) .

Section No.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Refertnc*

81.221
81,173
81.137
81.107
81.083
81.058
81.047
81.029
81.019

R * • 2.5 cm

81.230
81.399
80.279
90.992
58.381
90.911
80.198
81.253
81.030

Z « +2.5 cm

81.233
81.090
81.792
76.071
81.072
85.811
80.505
81.121
81.016

Resistance = + 2.0 x 10 ohm

81.221
81.178
81.125
81.270
80.724
81.222
81.035
81.034
81.020 •.

doe* not effect the current in section no. 30 and tae-
cauae a central aolenoid coil i* expected to be moit
•ensitivtj to change* in position and resistance. The
position change* used were tor an increase in radiu*
oC 2.5 cm and independently an increase in the ver-
tical height of 2.5 cm. The rrilittnce wa* increaaad
at firat by 2.0 x 10~ ohm which corresponds to sev-
• ral cm of ubl* going normal; effect waa less than
1 part In 10 . Higher remittance* were input and
the effect* of an added reaiitance o» 2.0 x 10 ohm
are ihown in Table 2. Only the neighboring coil*
no*. 16 to 24 are ihown. The other* are not effected

Th» change* in the plaama fields due to the
changea in section no. 20 were leaa than a few percent
(about S C). The change in the field at the center of
the TF coil ad'acent to section no. 20 was about 127,
(about 40 Gl.

Conductor Design

The operational current [or each of the 5b par-
allel paths will be different for different paths. As
an illustration an rtO kA cable is Oesigned and shown
in Fig. Z: the ciible is designed with law ac losses
and fiill stabilization. The require iients of low ac
losses and full stabilization are conflicting require-
ments; a compromise between the two must be made.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the basic strand con-
sists of a su^ercunducting composite and six pure
copper wires. The operational current is about 170A
at 8 T« The pure coppor wires are stranded around
and soft-soldered to the superconducting composite.
Full stabilization is realized within the basic strand.
The basic strand is coated with 0.0125 mm thick
organic insulation. The thin coating will greatly re-

• duce the eddy current losses and yet allows limited
current sharing within the basic cables. The coating
i* so thin that the heat transfer characteristic* of
liquid helium will be enhanced rather than hindered.

Six baiic strands, each of 1.56 mm diameter,
•re transpoied around a stainless steel cable of 1.56
mm diameter to form the 1000 A basic cable. The
stainless steel cable serves a* the structural member
for the hoop load. It also enhances the mechanical
integrity of the basic cable.

The final cable consist* of 80 basic cable* fully
transposed around a G-10 atrip of stainless steel

braid a* shown in Fig. 2. The G-10 strip or stain-
less steel braid will serve as the backbone for the
cabling and a* the structural member for the hoop
load. The thicknes* of the backbone strip will be
about 1 mm. Turn-to-turn insulation is provided by
G-10 strip* 1 cm wide by 3 mm thick. The overall
cross section of the 80 kA cable will be about 1.4 cm
thick by 19 cm wide. The average current density
within the coil structure will be about 3000 A/cm .

Coil Structure. Coil Winding and Coil Assembly

The proposed TF coll support cylinder is made
of a fiberglass reinforced plastic such as G-10 or
G-l l . The cylinder is positioned inside the OH coil
with axial support rings transmitting the load between
the support cylinder and the TF coil as shown in
Fig. 3.

The coil thickness for each of the coils in the
central solenoid is about 20 cm. The coi! i. d. is
about 1.4 m and the o.d. ie 2.0 m. It is proposed
that liquid helium be introduced to the bottom of coils
and the gas be vented at the top of the coil, Poth the
liquid channels and the gas venting channels are pro-
vided by micarta or G-10 strips. The thickness of
these strips is about 0.6 mm. These strips run
radially outward as sliown in Fig. 4, The flow direc-
tion* for both the liquid helium and the ga9 helium
are indicated in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 4t 207b of
the outer circumference of the G-10 support rings is
slotted to disperse the htlium gas. The separation of
the liquid supply from the gas venting is important to
assure the success of a fast pulsed OH coil in a pool
boiling system.

The fiberglass rings, as shown in Fig. 4, will be
used as the coil winding bobbins. The interturn cool-
ing channels are provided by periodically slotted
micarta strips. The dimensions of the cooling strips
are indicated in Fig. 4. The atrip is wound under
some tension along with the cable conductor. Note
that the width of the cooling strips is about 0.25 mm
larger than that of the conductor. The cooling strip*
will transmit the axial compression.

To assemble the central solenoid, the sections of
the coil*, together with the supporting rings, will be
placed on top of one another and bolted together in
place a* shown in Fig. 3.
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AC Losses and Refrigeration Requirement

For the assumed filament diameter of 10 urn and
equivalent twist pitch of 1.0 cm, the filament losses
ara in all cases between one and two order* of magni-
tude smaller than the eddy current losses and will be
neglected in the following discussion. For an outside
radiu* of 1.0 m and a peak field of 8.0 T, the pro;
(ram calculates an eddy current loss of 1.01 x 10 Jftn
per cycle or 1.11 MI total for the solenoid. The
total energy transferred is about 2.9 GI, so the eddy
current losses are a small fraction of the total energy
transferred. For a 300 second cycle and a refriger-
ation factor of 500 between room temperature and
4.2 K, the eddy current heating contribute* 1. 65 MW
to the refrigeration load.

Axial Pressure and Hoop Stress

.The two components of magnetic pressure on the
OH coils are axial pressure and radial hoop pressure.
These pressures were computed and tabulated in
Table 3.

Table 3. Radial Pressure and Axial
Pressure of OH Coil*

,-...-1 «,. ». <P»l> 5. fo**'

1
2
3
4

s
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14-30

0.57
2 .4
0.17
1.1
2 .0

69b
886

2400
4050
4910
3210
4 U 0
5380
4E40

Cryostat Design

32
45

6 . 6
33

300
4260
4B40

10680
12810
14720
9620

13460
15230
13710

Figure 5 illustrates the cryostat cross section
for the superconducting OH coils. To reduce eddy
current losses! a nonconductive helium vessel is
required. The illustrated design uses glass-rein-
forced epoxy filament-wound or braid-wound. The
outer wall will be about 5 cm thick for the necessary
strength as a vacuum vessel; for the coil insulation
it must have close toUrancc for fitting the TF coils
vertical legs and the OH coil plastic supporting rings.
The inner wall is made 10 cm thick to prevent buck-
ling against a 1000 psi internal pressure. The
helium vessel, as well as the weight of the coil, is
supported by a low thermal conductivity ring which
reft* on the building foundation. Multilayer* of
•uperinsulation are installed with the reflective coat-
ing in segments to avoid eddy current heating in the
insulation layers.

The helium vessel is insulated with a thermal
radiation shield of laminated construction to minimize
eddy current heating. The radiation shields are con-

nected to the radiation shield of th* TF cotl system.
Multilayer superinsulation Is used between the outer
vacuum jacket and the radiation shield.

The outer vacuum jacket is constructed of stain-
less steel which is extended to the vacuum jacket of
the TF coil system,

i

The cryostats for the remaining coll sections
will have circular cross sections and will be sup-
ported by the reactor structure.

Current Lead* and Refrigeration Requirements

The current leads, a total of about 60 pairs, are
arranged in concentric circles at the top as shown in
Fig, S. This arrangement will minimixe the stray
field* due to the leads. The arrangements will also
simplify the support of current leads because a clamp-
ing ring inserted between the lends will neutralise the
external force*. The terminal* of each pancake coil
are brought into the spaces between the inner walls
and the supporting plastic rings.

Because the coils are energized for 30 seconds
out of a total cycle time of about 300 seconds, the
refrigeration requirements for the 60 pairs of fifi kA
leads could be significantly reduced if the leads were
designed for the rms current of about 25 k.A instead
of 80 kA. For normal conducting power leads with
ga* cooling, Hilal, in a recent paper, has shown
that the optimal condition will require 0. 34 W/A for
an ideal carnot engine at 300 K temperature, and it
requires 1.36 W/A for the real cycle at 300 K.
Therefore, the total refrigeration power for the 60
pairs of current leads will be 4.08 MW at room
temperature. This is s significant amount of refrig-
eration power.

To reduce the refrigeration power requirement
at room temperature, composite leads consisting of
« superconducting section fend * r.orn.al *cctioi. must
be used. By gas coaling both sertiur.*, and holding
the junction at 15 K with > iirp^rdte refrigeration loop,
Hilal and Thomas et. al. , have shown that for an
optimum helium n»iss flow rate, the refrigeration
power at room tcmpt-ratî re fur a composite lead can
be about 33% less than for a normal metal lead* Thus,
if Nb3Sn stabilized with sufficient cfpper is used as
the superconducting section of the current lead, the
refrigeration power for the leads will be reduced to
2. 73 MW.

Power Supply For QH Coil

Sections of tha OH coil are connected in parallel
which le^Js to very large currents and relatively low
voltages compared to the sections connected in neries.
The field in the OH coil must be reversed. This
function io accomplished through the use of a revers-
ing bridge.

A TNS cycle consists of charging the coil over a
period of time, cycling the current from -I to +1
in a short period of time for startup, maintaining a
constant dl/dT during the burn time and recovering
the OH coil energy at the end of the burn cycle.
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Circuit Description

The raforence design, (or • (ingle branch, of the
parallel connected OH coil configuration along with
the current and voltage waveform are khuwn in Fig. 6.
Tha power supply start! charging through thyrittor
S3 and S4, The voltage required (or charging the OH
coil in t itcond to 80 kA ia 381 volte.

Th* OH coll current i i rapidly reverted to start
tha TNS burn cycle, Thi* ia accomplished by fint
driving the power supply into inversion, driving the
current from -80 kA to zero in 1 second. When the
current goes to zero, thyri stars S3 and S4 stop con-
ducting. ThyrtStan SI «nd SZ are gated on to cause
th* coil to charge in the reverie direction. The
voltage required to take the OH coil current from
-80 VA to +80 kA in Z seconds ia 381 volti.

After the 2 second start up cycle, the current in
the OH coil ia SO kA. A JO second burn cycle begins,
during which time the power supply voltage it lowered
to maintain a constant or slightly increasing current
as required to control the plasma current.

At the end of the burn cycle the energy stored in
the OH coil is returned to the energy storage system
by phasing back the power supply thyristor (iring
angles, causing the power supply to go into inversion.
Once the energy ia returned the cycle can be re-
peated. Thyristort SI and SZ will stop conducting
when the OH coil current goes to zero.
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Fig. 1.
Coll Configurations of TNS
Superconducting OH Coil

PURE OFHC WIRES

SUPERCONDUCTING COMPOSITE
SOLDERED TO PURE COPPER WIRES

•THIN GLYPTA-. COATING

STAINLESS STEEL CtBLE
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IOOOA BASIC CABLE

LIQUID HELIUM CHANNEL

IOODA BASIC
CABLE

6-10 STRIPS OR SST. BRAIDS'

80 KA CABLE CONDUCTOR

Fig. 2.
1000 A Basic Cable and
80 kA Cable Design
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Fig. 4.
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